Recent advances in the targeting of human DNA ligase I as a potential new strategy for cancer treatment.
The emergence of drug resistance, coupled with the issue of low tumor selectivity and toxicity is a major pitfall in cancer chemotherapy. It has necessitated the urgent need for the discovery of less toxic and more potent new anti-cancer pharmaceuticals, which target the interactive mechanisms involved in division and metastasis of cancer cells. Human DNA ligase I (hligI) plays an important role in DNA replication by linking Okazaki fragments on the lagging strand of DNA, and also participates in DNA damage repair processes. Dysregulation of the functioning of such ligases can severely impact DNA replication and repair pathways events that are generally targeted in cancer treatment. Although, several human DNA ligase inhibitors have been reported in the literature but unfortunately not a single inhibitor is currently being used in cancer chemotherapy. Results of pre-clinical studies also support the fact that human DNA ligases are an attractive target for the development of new anticancer agents which work by the selective inhibition of rapidly proliferating cancer cells. In this manuscript, we discuss, in brief, the structure, synthesis, structure-activity-relationship (SAR) and anticancer activity of recently reported hLigI inhibitors.